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Introduction
The requirements on today’s business application landscapes in companies grow rapidly, leading to complex
and large system and software clusters. New business areas and legal requirements lead to more and larger
systems, which need to be maintained and kept up to date.
Especially for small and medium companies the increasing effort on IT maintenance and planning grows to a
desirable factor that needs to be limited.
One option is to move to a system solution that integrates all required business functionalities. SAP ERP is
one of the best known and most used Enterprise Resource Planning Systems worldwide and fits the needs
of big corporations as well as small and medium size companies that are looking for a reliable application
serving their needs and business requirements. It combines a wide variety of business functionality in one
product, reduces maintenance and creates a clear and simple environment.
SAP ERP features several hardware platforms and operating systems of which Linux is often used by small
and medium customers due to its openness, maintainability and also for economic reasons.
Running Linux on a reliable and high performance platform such as IBM Power Systems gives SAP
customers a fast and secure system basis with high flexibility and maintainability.
This paper focuses on a small and efficient Enterprise Resource Planning solution based on SAP ERP, Linux
and IBM Power servers. It highlights the required landscape and supporting tools to create a complete and
easy to maintain environment for small and medium companies. The document gives the reader a first
understanding of what an ERP landscape looks like and explains functionalities that are needed to manage
it. It recommends a sample configuration for systems and software and explains its components. Additional
software or hardware products can be added to this infrastructure if needed.
Probably no ERP landscape of a company looks like another. But certain requirements are always the same
and the described architecture can be used as a blueprint and starting point for similar small ERP projects in
a Linux and IBM Power Systems environment. It also contains references to further information and creates
awareness for several topics that will come up during an ERP landscape setup.

SAP Business Solutions
SAP is the leading provider of business solutions with functionalities covering the needs of modern
companies. SAP software is used by companies of all sizes and in many different industry sectors. The
official SAP Website http://www.sap.com gives fast access to the available solutions, in depth information
can be found, e. g. on http://www.sap.com/solutions/business-suite/brochures.

Business Suite
SAP Business Suite software is a comprehensive family of applications covering business requirements for
finance, human resources, procurement, product development, marketing, sales, service, supply chain
management, and asset management. SAP Business Suite provides integrated, comprehensive business
processes across organizational, departmental and geographic boundaries. 25 Industry Solutions are
available mostly as add-ons to SAP ERP. SAP Business Suite serves as the foundation for every solution
portfolio SAP offers, and is based on the Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) of the SAP NetWeaver
technology platform.


SAP Enterprise Resource Planning, Financial Management and Human Capital Management - SAP
ERP includes comprehensive functionality for accounting and financials (SAP FI), sales and service,
procurement and logistics, inventory management, human capital management (SAP HCM), product
development and manufacturing, corporate services, and reporting and analytics.



SAP Customer Relationship Management - SAP CRM allows managing all aspects of customer
relationships, from marketing to sales to service.
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SAP Product Lifecycle Management - SAP PLM offers a 360-degree-support from the first product
idea, through manufacturing to product service.



SAP Supplier Relationship Management - SAP SRM automates, simplifies, and accelerates procureto-pay processes for goods and services, build collaborative supplier relationships and manage
supply bases.



SAP Supply Chain Management - SAP SCM transforms linear, sequential supply chain into a
responsive supply network where customer-centric, demand-driven companies share knowledge,
intelligently adapt to changing market conditions, and proactively respond to shorter, less predictable
life cycles.

SAP Business Suite and SAP NetWeaver

SAP ERP
SAP Enterprise Resource Planning (SAP ERP) is the core application of the SAP Business Suite and one of
the most popular business applications. It integrates the core business functionalities for a company in one
product that can be customized to fit the needs of the enterprise. Consequently, SAP ERP can be found at
many smaller companies without other SAP components installed.
SAP ERP groups its functionalities in modules that map the application functionalities to the functional units
of the company e.g.


Financials - Financial Accounting (FI)



Financials - Controlling (CO)



Human Capital Management (HCM)



Logistics - Materials Management (MM)



Logistics - Production Planning and Control (PP)



Logistics - Sales and Distribution (SD)
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SAP NetWeaver
The SAP Business Suite is powered by the technology platform SAP NetWeaver. It includes a
comprehensive set of components and tools. With the Application Servers ABAP and Java it provides a
highly scalable and solid application server as a stable foundation for SAP Business Suite with advanced
integration capabilities for business intelligence and collaboration. Key components are:


SAP NetWeaver Process Integration (SAP NetWeaver PI)



SAP NetWeaver Portal



SAP NetWeaver Master Data Management (SAP NetWeaver MDM)

SAP Solution Manager
The SAP Solution Manager is a strategic infrastructure component SAP introduced to manage SAP business
landscapes. For new SAP implementations it is mandatory and must be installed as a prerequisite before
other SAP products can be installed. It serves as a central entry point for tools, methods and information that
help to implement new SAP products and to keep the existing infrastructure operational. An important part of
the Solution Manager for example is the Maintenance Optimizer, a lifecycle management tool that provides
patches for a SAP landscape.
Other application areas that are supported by the SAP Solution Manager:


SAP Business Suite implementation and upgrades



Change control management



Testing



IT and application support



Root cause analysis



Solution monitoring



Service-level management and reporting



Service processing



Administration

The SAP Solution Manager is connected to all other systems in the SAP landscape. Technically it is based
on a dual stack SAP Application Server with ABAP and Java.
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SAP Solution Manager Schema

Landscape and Architecture
This chapter provides some information on architecture and infrastructure settings that are commonly used in
SAP landscapes. To create a stable and reliable SAP landscape some concepts should be applied.

ABAP & Java Stack
SAP applications are based on different technologies. ABAP is the one that many of the traditional SAP
products are based on. It is a programming language that has been developed by SAP and still is the basis
of most core business functionalities. The SAP Application Server ABAP is the integral part of all SAP ABAP
instances, single units that form together one SAP system and that may fail without the whole system being
shut down. The SAP Application Server ABAP provides a basis for a large number of platform independent
business applications written in SAP programming language.
Other SAP applications use the Java stack with the SAP Application Server Java. A combination of both
ABAP and JAVA Application Server is referred to as Dual-Stack.

Two-Tier and Three-Tier Architecture
A classical SAP installation consists of three parts, the SAP application server, the database and the
graphical user interface (GUI). These three components together form the SAP system. They may all reside
on the same hardware or run on different hosts.

The actual approach in the production system landscape is to place these system parts at least on two
different machines. The SAP Application Server then runs on a server, while a client e.g. a local workstation
is used to log on to this host to use its services. This workstation comprises the GUI, while the application
processing is done on the remote server. The database is located on the same resource as the application
server.
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This arrangement is called a two-tier architecture because it consists of two separate tiers the presentation
tier with the GUI and the application/database tier with the application server and database on a separate
host.
Optionally that application server and database can also reside on separate hardware. The result is a threetier architecture. The presentation layer is located on a local workstation, while the whole application logic
and the database are placed on separate remote servers. The three-tier option is even more flexible and
scalable than the two tier approach, but also more complex.

Two-tier and three-tier landscape

To enhance the capacity of the application layer the workload on the application server can be distributed by
adding more application servers, so called dialog instances. These application servers can then run on
several hosts or logical partitions and discharge the central instance.
Dialog instances are not system critical, they can be started and shut down as required. The blackout of a
dialog instance does not lead to a complete system halt.
For small and medium SAP installations a two-tier approach with the database and central instance on one
server is recommended and provides a sufficient environment. Additional application servers can then be
placed on other hosts.

Two-System and Three-System Landscape
In order to secure your SAP landscape, development and test work must never be done on the production
environment, which ensures the availability of the business processes. Therefore a minimum of two separate
landscapes is needed – one for production use and the other for test and development purposes. This setup
is called a two-system landscape.
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SAP even recommends a three-system landscape with a production system (PRD), a test and quality system
(QAS) and a development system (DEV).
Application development, code fixes and customizing is done only on the DEV system. The stable changes
are then transported into the QAS system – if a three-system landscape is used – to validate them in a
production like environment. The QAS should be set up as copy of the production system. Possible problems
can be found in this test environment and do not harm the PRD system. If a QAS system is not available,
testing is also done in the DEV environment. Only after all changes are tested and it has been proofed that
they run as required, they are transported into the PRD system.
A three-system landscape is very secure, but also a complex and difficult to maintain. The two-system
landscape is a good compromise with adequate security level and only two maintained systems. The
decision on the number of SAP systems depends very much on the size of the business and the required
failure protection level. For a small or midsize installation a two-system landscape will be sufficient in most
cases.

SAP 2- and 3-System-Landscape

Reference Architecture for Small and Medium SAP Installations
The SAP on PowerLinux servers reference architecture is a basic SAP landscape that gears towards small
ERP implementations with the flexibility to grow. It includes only two SAP products, SAP ERP and the SAP
Solution Manager as an infrastructure component. These SAP products reside on an IBM Power server with
several virtual machines (logical partitions).
The SAP Solution Manager is a single system, mandatory for every SAP landscape providing monitoring and
other supporting functionalities. The SAP Solution Manager resides on its own logical partition in the
landscape and needs to be installed first before further SAP products can be added to the landscape.
Covering the major business processes SAP ERP is the core SAP product and the integral component of
every business landscape. The SAP ERP landscape needs to be split in a two-system landscape to ensure
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development/test and production are separated. As SAP ERP needs to be customized individually for every
company, development and customizing need to be validated in depth to prevent impacts on the execution of
the business processes by defective changes.
The development and production SAP ERP systems are set up as two-tier systems with the database and
SAP ERP residing on the same logical partition. This ensures an easy to maintain and compact ERP
landscape.
Management and monitoring tools for the hardware and partition setup are available via Integrated
Virtualization Manager (IVM). The IVM resides on a Virtual I/O Server (VIOS), which is a separate logical
partition on the same IBM Power hardware. The Virtual I/O Server provides an unrestricted set of virtual
Ethernet and disk adapters to the other logical partitions on the server which makes them independent from
a limited number of physical adapters. An option is also to install two Virtual I/O Servers to keep the Ethernet
and storage connection redundant.
Further partitions with additional dialog instances, other SAP products or third party software could be added
to this basic SAP landscape solution as needed. Segmenting the involved products and functions on several
logical partitions offers better resource differentiation and guarantees a better utilization of the system as
resources can be assigned based on system priorities and resource shortage for production systems can be
prevented.
Power machines offer internal disk space and the basic SAP setup could be done on internal disks.
Nevertheless for such complex and data intensive workloads as an SAP environment an external storage
device is highly recommended. External storage devices offer more space and better reliability in comparison
to internal disks. Various external storage solutions for small and medium size installations are available and
can be used in combination with Power hardware and this reference architecture.

SAP on PowerLinux servers reference architecture
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SAP on Linux
SAP announced the support for “SAP on Linux” in 1999 at the CeBIT fair in Hannover, Germany. Since this
initial announcement 13 years ago – which consisted of the SAP R/3 4.0B release on a 32bit processor –
Linux has become an important operating system for SAP customers. New installation numbers for 64bit
Linux installations show that Linux is becoming the second-most used operating system by customers to run
their database servers and one of the most chosen operating system for running SAP Application Servers.
Today customers can chose between these three enterprise-class Linux distributions to run their SAP
workloads:


SUSE® Linux Enterprise Server (SLES),



Red Hat® Enterprise Linux (RHEL) and



Oracle® Linux (OL)

Prior to a certification, all those Linux distributions are jointly tested and validated by SAP and the operating
system vendors to ensure the best quality and performance which is expected by SAP customers for their
mission-critical installations. In addition, SAP hardware partners (IBM®, HP®, DELL®, Fujitsu®, BULL®,
NEC®, Hitachi® and others) test and certify their hardware for SAP on Linux. Due to Linux being an opensource operating system, the further development of Linux is growing very quickly with contributions by the
hardware and software partners, as well as the open source community.
In the last few years, the SAP LinuxLab and the Linux distribution vendors for example developed, tested or
integrated numerous important features into the Linux distributions. This includes full-integrated HighAvailability solutions, Virtualization- and Virtualization-administration-support, SAP-related monitoring
support, SAP-specific support options, fast-installation tools for SAP and support for all major databases.
With the combination of SAP software, Linux operating system and reliable hardware, customers get an
unbeatable price-per-performance ratio compared to other combinations. Even on short term this often pays
back any investments necessary for the migration to Linux.

Hardware
The described SAP reference architecture on Power requires several hardware and infrastructure
components. Core component is the IBM Power Systems hardware with Linux operating system. Additionally
matching external storage can be used to extend the available disk space and enable more flexibility.

IBM Power Systems and Linux
IBM Power Systems are available in different sizes, supporting business from small installations up to
complex landscapes with multiple huge systems and options from one up to 256 cores.
While the POWER5 and POWER6 processor
generations are based on a two core architecture, the
newest generation of Power Systems with the POWER7
processor offers up to 8 cores per processor chip.
IBM Power hardware offers very good scalability and
can be used to consolidate multiple workloads such as
several SAP products or landscape components on one
machine.
SAP Sales and Distribution (SD) Benchmarks prove the
performance of Power Systems in combination with SAP
workload. For many years Power has also been known
as a secure platform that keeps your SAP system running with minimal downtime requirements.
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With its compact enterprise systems it offers small and medium business a very flexible and reliable platform
to run SAP workloads.
The internally available disk space of Power Systems can be extended by using external SAN space which
can be attached to Power servers.
Power specific monitoring and administration tools provide a high standard of maintainability and reliability.
Resource sharing allows high utilization rates and minimum of hardware consumption.
SAP on PowerLinux servers is available as 64bit platform only. It is certified and supported starting with
POWER4+ processors and above up to the newest POWER7 generation for both server and blade
configurations. Due to SAP on Linux certification rules every processor generation is certified separately to
ensure permanent quality and reliability.
SAP on Power Systems features both SUSE Linux Enterprise Server (SLES) and Red Hat Enterprise Linux
(RHEL) as Linux distributions. SUSE Linux Enterprise Server for Power Systems has been supported since
SLES 9 and Red Hat Enterprise Linux for POWER from RHEL 4 onward.
Running SAP on PowerLinux servers combines the benefits of a flexible and open operating system with
those of a powerful and strong hardware platform.

Storage
An SAP system requires a considerable amount of storage, depending especially on the size and complexity
of the landscape and the number of business operations.
Internal disks could be used but offer some disadvantages compared to external storage. Firstly the number
of internal disks is very limited and may not fit business requirements. Additionally external storage offers
better reliability and flexibility.
Therefore it is recommended to use external storage e.g. a Storage Area Network (SAN). External storage
can easily be extended and provide its own management tools. It is also required if you want to use Live
Partition Mobility – migrating partitions from one machine to another without interruption of running
processes. In case of a hardware failure external storage enables you to relocate your logical partitions to
other Power Systems and continue work while the broken hardware is repaired.

Virtualization
Virtualization is an integral and intrinsic part of the IBM Power Systems Family which allows you to use the
infrastructure flexibly and to reduce the total costs of ownership. The combination of Power Systems
hardware and IBM PowerVM™ virtualization enables you to achieve a near 100 % utilization of CPU and
memory resources and to share storage and network connections between several virtual machines. This
chapter describes the main components and some interesting features of virtualization used by IBM Power
Systems.

IBM PowerVM
Over the past years, IBM has introduced a number of virtualization technologies, capabilities and offerings.
Many of the virtualization features were originally available through an offering known as Advanced POWER
Virtualization (APV). As of early 2008, these and many subsequent technologies and offerings have been
collectively grouped under the new name PowerVM. PowerVM comprises several virtualization features that
improve the management of your Power Systems landscape.
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Key benefits of IBM PowerVM are:


Server utilization is improved by sharing I/O resources, RAM and CPU resources



Resources can dynamically be re-allocated to better match business needs



Workload can be made independent of hardware resources, logical partitions can be moved between
different servers without application downtime

Some of the virtualization technologies are also part of the described reference architecture, e.g. the Virtual
I/O Server. Depending on the required virtualization level of a system landscape there are three PowerVM
Editions available: Express, Standard and Enterprise.
See also http://www-03.ibm.com/systems/power/software/virtualization/editions/

Virtual I/O Server (VIOS)
The Virtual I/O Server (VIOS) acts as an intermediate layer between hardware (physical storage and network
adapters) and logical client partitions. The VIOS virtualizes the physical hardware and provides virtual
adapters for the clients. Clients do not need to know the details about the underlying hardware and do not
need to run hardware specific driver software. Thus, the VIOS facilitates both on demand computing and
server consolidation.
In this Reference Architecture, the one LPAR (logical partition) acts as VIOS. Physical resources like network
adapters and I/O controllers are associated to this LPAR. All other LPARs access these resources by virtual
adapters provided by the VIOS. The VIOS also acts as Integrated Virtualization Manager (IVM). The IVM is
described later in this document.
Refer to the following IBM Redbooks for a detailed description of the IBM PowerVM features:


IBM Redbook "SAP Applications on IBM PowerVM"
http://www.redbooks.ibm.com/abstracts/sg247564.html



IBM Redbook "IBM PowerVM Virtualization Introduction and Configuration"
http://www.redbooks.ibm.com/abstracts/sg247940.html

Live Partition Mobility (LPM)
Using Live Partition Mobility (LPM), active Linux partitions can be moved from one physical Power System to
another without application downtime. LPM allows server maintenance without interrupting running
applications by moving partitions to different servers. With LPM, workload rebalancing and server
consolidation can be performed without downtime and completely transparent to end users.
LPM is available since POWER6 and enables you to relocate an LPAR with a running SAP system without
downtime. This can be very useful in case of a hardware replacement or if you system landscape comprises
more than one Power system.
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Live Partition Mobility (LPM)

Even without using LPM, LPARs can easily be moved from one system to another, if all storage devices
associated to the LPAR are located on an external Storage Area Network (SAN) device.
In order to manually relocate LPARs, shut down the LPAR on the source hardware system, create a new
LPAR on the destination hardware and assign the SAN storage to it. Now the LPAR can be booted on the
destination hardware without further changes. A manual migration like this can be processed in minutes by
an experienced administrator.

Shared Processing Mode
In dedicated mode, whole physical processors are assigned to logical partitions, no matter if the partition
currently uses the CPU resources or not.
To increase system utilization, POWER technology allows the definition of logical partitions in shared
processing mode, a feature of IBM PowerVM. For LPARs running in shared processor mode, the POWER
Hypervisor dispatches CPU resources to the LPARs according to their current need. Each logical partition
does not use the CPU cycles exclusively but shares them with other partitions. So the number of unused
cycles is minimized. A partition can have a guaranteed amount of CPU resources (entitlement) as well as a
maximum amount. With sharing priority the priority sequence in which logical partitions will get CPU cycles
gets defined. LPARs running business critical workload can be assigned a higher priority for CPU resources
than less critical LPARs.
An option would be to differentiate between production and non-production SAP systems. It could be defined
that production systems will get a higher priority and shared CPU cycles whenever they request them.
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Managing Virtualization Features
To manage and configure the PowerVM virtualization features Power Systems offer different kinds of
management consoles depending on the landscape size and number of machines. This chapter describes
the provided management tools and their usage.

Integrated Virtualization Manager (IVM)
In order to manage virtualization on IBM Power Systems IBM provides an easy-to-use and browser-based
Integrated Virtualization Manager (IVM). The IVM is included in PowerVM and is packaged in the Virtual I/O
Server software.

Integrated Virtualization Manager

It covers all the administration tasks that are typically performed by a server administrator. In the case of IBM
PowerVM based solutions, the administrator may perform all of them using the IVM as a central entry point.
Typical usage of the IVM would be the configuration of logical partitions and their preparation after the
completion of the PowerLinux server installation. In this case the IVM can be used in order to create the
partition configuration, to assign storage and network connections using Virtual I/O Server, to assign memory
and CPU shares and sharing priority.
It also provides tasks for managing the full life cycle of logical partitions running on IBM Power machines.
This includes the monitoring of available hardware resources, starting and stopping of logical partitions and
the “hot-plug” reassignment of resources to certain partitions.
The last mentioned feature also known as Dynamic Logical Partitioning (DLPAR) allows the administrator to
dynamically increase or reduce the number of resources used by partitions. E.g. additional memory can be
added without stopping the running SAP workloads.
Another benefit is the advanced IBM PowerVM feature IBM Live Partition Mobility. This feature allows you to
relocate partitions by running SAP workload from one physical IBM Power server to another in a nondisruptive way.
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The following list shows the most important tasks that you may perform on your IBM Power machines using
the IVM:


Create and manage logical partitions



Configure the virtual Ethernet networks



Manage storage in the Virtual I/O Server



Perform advanced tasks like Live Partition Mobility, Active Memory Sharing and Dynamic Logical
Partitioning (DLPAR)



Create and manage serviceable events through Service Focal Point



Download and install updates to device microcode and to Virtual I/O Server software



Backup and restore logical partition configuration information



View application logs and the device inventory

Refer to the following documents for a detailed description of the IBM IVM:


IBM Whitepaper "IBM Integrated Virtualization Manager"
http://www-03.ibm.com/systems/power/hardware/whitepapers/ivm.html

Hardware Management Console (HMC)
In case you need a management solution which could become a central management point for a number of
IBM Power machines, IBM provides an appliance named Hardware Management Console (HMC). The HMC
is an independent hardware appliance. It connects to IBM Power machines via private or public networks.
With a HMC you may perform all the operations available in the IVM. While the IVM supports IBM Power
®
machines up to IBM Power 750, with the HMC you may manage all your IBM Power Systems of any types.
In addition you get an external central management point which allows you to access your IBM Power
Systems also in case of hardware defects.
Refer to the following documents for a detailed description of the IBM HMC:


IBM Redbook "Hardware Management Console V7 Handbook"
http://www.redbooks.ibm.com/abstracts/sg247491.html

Monitoring and Automation
IBM and SAP provide a set of different applications for monitoring, management and process automation of
SAP systems running on PowerLinux servers. These applications cover all the virtualization layers beginning
from the hardware, through the firmware and software up to the management of the logical relations of your
SAP systems.
This document describes several important applications, which are:


IBM Integrated Virtualization Manager (IVM) and IBM Hardware Management Console (HMC) are
the applications for monitoring and management of hardware and logical partitions (LPARs)



CCMS - the SAP Computing Centre Management System provides monitoring and alerting of all
SAP specific metrics and workflows



saposcol is part of the SAP CCMS, it provides OS specific metrics. On Power hardware saposcol
also provides POWER® specific metrics



SAP Solution Manager provides a platform for monitoring and managing a whole SAP landscape,
including business process monitoring, lifecycle management etc.



Ganglia is an open-source monitoring framework which is able to monitor POWER specific metrics
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Monitoring and Management of Applications

CCMS and saposcol
The SAP Computing Center Management System (CCMS) allows monitoring of the SAP landscape with all
associated components. Several kinds of monitors provide information to identify and resolve performance
problems and bottlenecks.
The CCMS also allows monitoring of the resource usage of the associated hardware e.g. CPU and RAM
usage. This is especially important in virtualized environments, where several logical systems share physical
resources.
Saposcol is a CCMS component that collects specific information for the operating system. It runs as a
separate process, independent from the SAP instances. In non-virtualized environments it collects data
about the usage of CPU, physical/virtual RAM, file systems and processes.
In virtualized environments like IBM PowerVM it collects also information about the physical resources used
by the logical partitions (LPARs). If several LPARs share the same physical CPUs, saposcol collects the
information on which LPAR uses which amount of the available CPU resources.
Additionally, saposcol reports the configuration parameters of the virtualized environment which helps to
optimize the setup for an optimal throughput of the whole SAP landscape.
The SAP monitoring infrastructure has been enhanced to display the virtualization metrics collected by
saposcol running in virtualized environments. All data collected by saposcol is available and visible in
standard SAP monitoring transactions like OS07.
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SAP Operating System Monitor showing IBM LPAR configuration

In the Reference Architecture, every Linux LPAR runs a saposcol. The saposcol process is installed
automatically during the installation of the SAP solutions. Optionally, a saposcol can be installed on the VIOS
instance to be able to monitor the resource usage on the VIOS using SAP monitoring tools. See Redbook
“SAP Applications on IBM PowerVM” for a detailed description of the saposcol installation inside the VIOS.

Ganglia
Ganglia is an open-source distributed monitoring system which is available on several operating systems
and hardware platforms. Unlike other open-source monitoring tools, Ganglia is aware of the virtualized
Power environment and can be used for additional monitoring tasks of an SAP landscape running on IBM
Power Systems. Ganglia offers an easy-to-use web interface to access the monitoring data.
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Ganglia Web Fronted

The Ganglia source code and precompiled binaries for different platforms are available at the Ganglia project
home page: http://ganglia.info
You can download precompiled binary packages for PowerLinux servers with the Power Ganglia extensions
from: http://www.perzl.org/ganglia/
In this Reference Architecture all LPARs are running a Ganglia client daemon (gmond) which collects data
from the operating system.

Please be aware that Ganglia is open-source software, functional limitations on single distributions or
Service Packs may exist.
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SAP Solution Manager Monitoring
As described earlier in this document the SAP Solution Manager provides supporting functionalities for an
SAP landscape. As a central tool it is connected to all other systems in the SAP landscape and therefore
able to provide an overall view on the system conditions. It collects monitoring data from the attached
systems to offer a diagnostic service that checks several system parameters such as system configuration,
performance, response time, utilization and many more.
Based on the measured values potential system problems can be identified at an early stage and
arrangements to prevent bottlenecks or outages can be made. This Early Watch functionality can be
configured to provide regular reports on the health of your SAP system and components.

DB2® UDB
Starting with DB2® LUW version 8.2.2, IBM offers a version of IBM's DB2 Universal Database which has
been developed jointly between IBM and SAP. As a result of this development, DB2 LUW is optimized for
SAP's suite of applications and the SAP NetWeaver platform. This optimization includes features like:


automatic statistics collection



DB2 workload optimization for SAP environments



simplified storage layout



performance enhancements optimized for the SAP workload

DB2 Cockpit and Monitoring
With the SAP DBA Cockpit, SAP offers an integrated tool with an extensive collection of administration
functionalities. The DBA Cockpit can monitor both local and remote systems. Remote DB2 systems are not
required to run in conjunction with an SAP system but can also be connected as standalone database
system. All essential administration tasks can be executed and monitored using the DBA Cockpit.
Using the monitoring functions of the DBA Cockpit, all relevant database activity metrics can be supervised.
This includes buffer pools, caches, asynchronous I/O, direct I/O, extended storage, locks and deadlocks,
logging, calls and sorts.
The administration tasks supported by the DBA Cockpit include backup management, log file management,
space management and configuration.
Diagnostic functions of the DBA Cockpit allow the administrator to perform system checks, turn on/off traces,
investigate and explain plans for query statements and view database diagnostic/notification logs.
The DBA Cockpit offers an alert monitor and pre-configured importing elements for DB2 LUW database
system monitoring in these categories:


space



health



performance



backup

An e-mail notification function allows getting alert messages by e-mail.
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Sample Screenshot of the SAP DBA Cockpit

Backup in the SAP Environment
In the SAP environment, at a minimum the following data needs a regular backup:


Operating system => needs backup on a regular basis, e.g. monthly or after applying
changes/patches.



SAP and database software => needs backup on a regular basis, e.g. monthly or after applying
changes/patches.



Database contents => needs a continuous backup (database contents and change logs) to be able
to always restore the current state or a reasonable point of time in the past.

The easiest way to set up regular backups is to use the DBA Planning Calendar, a part of the SAP DBA
Cockpit (SAP transaction code DBACOCKPIT). The DBA Planning Calendar allows you to plan all necessary
backup and maintenance jobs easily using predefined pattern setup. Most commonly, a tape device attached
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to the Power hardware can be used as backup device. If you need a more specialized setup, e.g. to reduce
backup and recovery times, you can integrate Tivoli Storage Manager (TSM) or other third party backup
software into the SAP DBA Cockpit. The picture below shows the DBA Planning Calendar as part of the DBA
Cockpit.

DBA Cockpit Planning Calendar
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Outlook
The described reference architecture is based on a one server model with only two SAP products. As the
requirements of a company might change with new challenges, new business segments or growing
employee numbers the landscape is flexible to grow and adapt to the changing needs of the business.
One requirement is the scalability, the possibility to grow the existing products to enable a higher user
number, data size or better performance. As a single Application Server might reach its maximum size,
additional application servers – known as SAP dialog instances – can be added. These application servers
connect to the central database and enhance the existing capacity. The SAP dialog instances can be started
on request and could also reside on further hardware boxes that might be added if one single box is not
sufficient anymore.
Adding further physical machines to the scenario also enables migration of partitions during production work
e.g. balancing the load on several machines or maintaining a single physical server in production without
downtime. During the maintenance time the LPARs are moved to other physical machines using Live
Partition Mobility while the maintained IBM Power server goes offline. This scenario requires external disk
space on a SAN, as the location of the data needs to be independent from the physical server.
Not only the resource requirements may increase but also new business areas may increase, that demand
introducing new SAP products to the existing infrastructure. At any time additional SAP products that are
certified on PowerLinux servers can be added to the landscape to interact with the existing installations.
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